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For this CD, we have decided to record three works written 

between 1916 and 1926. In that period marked by the First 

World War and its aftermath, it is remarkable to note these 

three composers’ widely varying creative approaches and ideas. 

Composed during a summer stay at the French seaside resort 

of Capbreton, Frank Martin’s piano trio has accompanied us 

on our journey as an ensemble ever since we were students. 

Its unique melodic approach combined with complex rhythms 

based on Irish and Celtic folk music always remain a wonder-

ful challenge and never cease to rekindle our enjoyment in 

making music together! 

Two of us – Gergana and Pavlin – have been familiar with the 

music of Pancho Vladigerov ever since early childhood. His 

sole piano trio, a monumental work in A Minor, captivates us 

with its original melodies and harmonies. Although Vladigerov 

finished writing it during his studies in Berlin, we also find that 

it has unmistakable traces of Bulgarian folklore. With joy and 

enthusiasm, we have incorporated it into our repertoire; now, 

with this recording, we are thrilled to make it known to a wider 

audience of interested music lovers. 

Joaquin Turina’s frequently performed Second Piano Trio is a 

work we discovered somewhat by chance in 2011. After only 

one rehearsal we were already fascinated with this colorful, 

highly emotional composition that presents Spanish harmo-

nies and rhythms in a thoroughly authentic way, as in the dan-

celike Scherzo in typical 5/8 meter. We always look forward to 

playing this work, renewing our acquaintance with it as with 

an old beloved friend, and having the opportunity to share it 

with the audience!



PAN-EUROPEAN SONORITIES

Irish folk music is perhaps not the first style a Swiss composer might choose to feature in one of his compo-

sitions. Even an artist as cosmopolitan as Frank Martin might not have stumbled across the idea if he had 

not met a well-to-do American music enthusiast in Paris who had a faible for the tunes of his Irish ancestors 

and commissioned the composer to write something related with them. Martin, with his usual curiosity 

and meticulousness, went on a research hunt in libraries: from a plethora of material, he chose well over a 

dozen melodies that came to form the scaffolding of the resulting work in three movements. The actual act 

of composition took place during a summer stay in Capbreton on the French Atlantic coast; soon, it became 

clear that the work would turn out to be something different than what the commissioner had imagined. 

Martin reached an agreement with him: foregoing his fee, he finished the work and published it in 1930. It 

soon became one of Martin’s most often performed pieces. The individual who had originally commissioned 

the work remained anonymous, but he must eventually have heard about ‘his’ piano trio’s success. 

In this work, Martin preserves the integrity of the Irish melodies but avoids presenting them one after 

the other as in a potpourri. He particularly focuses on the themes’ rhythmic features as a stimulus for 

creating musical form. As he put it in his own words: “The rhythmic interrelations among the tunes 

are what ensures musical unity in this movement.” The second movement sets in like an elegy, with 

faltering rhythm and a lamenting ascending seventh interval. The tranquil character of the melody 

in the cello belies the complexity of the piano and violin parts that soon join in. They soon start to 

predominate, until the cello once more regains the upper melodic hand toward the end. The third 

movement, a gigue with driving ostinatos, seems to be the one which most closely fulfills what one 

might expect from a folklore piece in fiddle music style, but here, as well, the parts soon start to 

venture outside the traditional framework with a considerable degree of independence. Frank Martin 

also studied and applied folk rhythms in further compositions. He achieved striking results in Rythmes, 

three large-scale orchestra pieces from 1926, which benefit from his experiences with Irish folk 

tunes just as much as the Fantaisie sur des Rythmes Flamenco, which he wrote several decades later.

Born in Zurich as the son of a Bulgarian father and a mother of Russian origin, Pancho Vladigerov 

spent his childhood in Bulgaria. Already at the age of ten he was taking lessons in Sofia from Dobri 

Hristov, one of the leading Bulgarian composers of the day. Along with his twin brother Lyuben, 

Pancho was admitted to Berlin Conservatory at the age of thirteen; after having concluded his bril-

liant studies there, he found a new home as a house composer for the troupe of Max Reinhardt at 

the Deutsches Theater. Vladigerov became internationally well-known as an outstanding performer 

of his own works on the piano. In 1932 he returned to Sofia and was appointed professor at the 

National Academy of Music, which is now named after him. 

Vladigerov wrote his Piano Trio Op. 4 toward the end of his studies in Berlin, a period when he was twice 

awarded the coveted Mendelssohn Prize. One of his most influential teachers was the Russian-Swiss 

composer Paul Juon, whose music likewise tended to feature folklore themes, particularly Nordic ones. 

Vladigerov has an even stronger tendency toward folklore, albeit in the opposite geographical direction. 

As would be expected, Bulgarian music is prominent in many of Vladigerov’s works, particularly in his 

early piano pieces and variations. He attempted to broaden his folklore horizons in the Exotic Preludes 

and the Scandinavian Suite. His challenging, virtuosic piano concertos caused a sensation; for instance, 

Herbert von Karajan played Vladigerov’s Piano Concerto No. 1 in A minor for his concert piano exam in 

Vienna. Vladigerov’s most well-known work is Vardar, originally written as a duo for piano and violin and 

conceived for exclusive performance with his brother as a recital piece; the later orchestra version came 

to be known under the title Bulgarian Rhapsody. Vladigerov mistakenly thought that the main theme he 

chose for this work was a Macedonian folk tune, and only later learned that it was actually the melody of 

a song by his former teacher Dobri Hristov. Vladigerov’s Piano Trio Op. 4 is another example of an instance

where Vladigerov resorted to “imaginary” folklore. Typical melodic and rhythmic clichés suggest a 

Slavic character in the broadest sense, one that cannot be traced back to specific local sources. 

Contemporary music critic Heinz Pringsheim lavished particular praise upon the first movement, 
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which is indeed notable for its elaborated counterpoint and dense harmonies; all in all, the work is 

suffused with an energetic, expressive, Late Romantic style.     

The reciprocal influence among Spanish and French music was quite strong in the 20th century, as 

we can observe not only in Maurice Ravel’s Boléro, but also in the output of Joaquín Turina, a native 

of Seville. Like many other Spanish composers of his day, Turina spent some of the essential years 

of his artistic development in Paris and absorbed the influence of French Impressionism without ever 

drifting away from the style of his homeland. In Paris he met Manuel de Falla and Isaac Albéniz, who 

was somewhat older; along with them, Turina helped to secure a permanent place for Spain among 

the ranks of the so-called National Schools. As a parallel to Frank Martin’s popular Quatre pièces 

brèves for guitar, Turina’s most often performed pieces are likewise his guitar works, which he wrote 

for Andrés Segovia. Notwithstanding, the piano trio genre also plays an essential role in his chamber 

music output. Between an expansive youthful work in F major and the Círculo fantasia for violin, 

cello and piano written much later, Turina produced his Piano Trios Nos. 1 and 2, in which he proved 

himself equally self-confident in using folk music as well as classical and modern models. In 1933, 

he wrote Trio No. 2 in B Minor in the form of a brief three-movement sonata featuring discreetly 

expanded tonality with Turina’s characteristic use of the ‘Phrygian’ scale. The enchanting middle 

movement is buoyant, almost like popular music, and the chosen 5/8 time also represents a bow to 

folklore; a multitude of pizzicati recall the sonority of the guitar. In the middle section of the third 

movement, the piano introduces a series of massive blows in an attempt to force the strings to dance 

a waltz. Compromise nevertheless prevails in the end, in the form of a playful, beautifully bewildering 

series of changes of meter, combined with impressionistic contrasts of rhythms and timbres.  

© 2022 Johannes Jansen

The three strong and distinct artistic personalities who form the Trio Imàge –Gergana Gergova (Violin), 

Thomas Kaufmann (Cello) und Pavlin Nechev (Piano)– make every concert an intense and unfor-

gettable musical experience.

 

The Imàge‘s debut CD, the complete piano trios of Mauricio Kagel, created a sensation. It was awarded 

the ECHO Klassik prize 2014 for the best premiere recording of the year; it was also nominated for 

the Deutscher Schallplattenpreis and it was received with praise and applause by the press.

Their second CD, with chamber music by Hans Sommer, a contemporary of Brahms, was also no-

minated for the Deutscher Schallplattenpreis. Their last album with trios by Dvořák, Fall and Dyakov 

was nominated on the 2020 longlist of the Price of the German critics.

 

The Trio Imàge had attracted attention as early as 2011 on the international scene, when a music 

critic described their concert in New York as a „blazing performance“. The Imàge has since made 

an international name for itself with concerts in most of Europe as well as in Australia, Asia, and the 

North and South Americas. It has been invited to famous festivals and performed in famous concert 

halls, such as the Festival of Mexico, the Verbier Festival, the Lockenhaus Kammermusikfest, the 

Chelsea Music festival of New York, the November Festival of Chennai, the Varna Summer Festival, 

the Teatro del Lago, the Berlin Philharmonia and the Berlin Konzerthaus.

www.trioimage.eu
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